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Car Seat-Belt Regulations, Offsetting 
Behaviour, and Liability Rules

Alan Woodfield

n p H E  joys of motoring are not free, and come partly at the expense of injuries to 
motorists and others. Many regulations compel motorists to adopt safety fea- 

JL . tures. The widespread mandating of seat-belt installation and wearing in pas
senger cars is a clear example. New Zealand mandated seat-belt installation for new 
cars in 1965, compulsory wearing in 1972, and compulsory installation in all post- 
1955 cars in 1975. Initially, only 16.7 per cent of drivers who had belts installed were 
observed to wear them; this figure rose to 39.5 per cent by May 1972, and more than 
doubled by May 1975 (Toomath & Laurenson, 1976:Table 1). Then followed the 
progressive introduction of lowered ages for child belt-users, requirements for belt-use 
by rear-seat passengers, and the use of child restraints. Survey data from New Zea
land’s Land Transport Saf ety Authority, however, indicated that, of vehicle occupants 
killed in crashes in 1989-95, only 32 per cent wore belts, while 33 per cent were 
‘uncertain’ cases.

In tlie United States, only 11 per cent of car occupants used belts following man
datory installation in 1966. Aldiough die use rate had increased to 26 per cent by 
1974, it had fallen to only 14 per cent by 1983, when state belt-wearing laws emerged 
(Crandall et al., 1986:54). By 1987, however, only 31 states had such laws. Partly in 
consequence, die Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act 1991 requires all 
1998 model-year passenger cars to have air bags and manual lap/shoulder belts for 
bodi drivers and front-seat passengers.

Seat-Belt Use and Offsetting Behaviour

The joys of safety are also not free. A rational person might choose not to purchase a 
seat-belt or, having purchased it, not to wear it at all times. Aldiough people value a 
safer driving environment, die annual probability of suffering a serious injury is ex
tremely low even widiout seat-belt protection. People are unwilling to pay much to 
reduce low levels of risk further. Aldiough seat-belts seem inexpensive, dieir costs are 
not necessarily trivial relative to dieir benefits. In addition to purchase and installation 
costs, diey involve time and inconvenience costs. As well, while seat-belts reduce

1See for example Amould and Grabowski (1981:Table 1). The authors note that die expected reduction 
in annual risk from wearing a seat-belt is o f die order of 0.0001 - 0.00001.
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head-on collision risks, they may be counterproductive in side-impact collisions, or 
where fire or water is present in an accident and egress is impeded.

Even if seat-belts are worn, their potential for risk reduction may be limited. 
Drivers’ behaviour may depend on the level of safety available. The Offsetting Behav
iour Hypothesis (OBH) predicts that drivers who use a higher level of safety features 
will respond by driving in a riskier manner, such as by increasing speed, drinking and 
driving more frequently, driving in more hazardous conditions, and taking less care.

Some commentators deny this. Motoring correspondent Dave Moore argued 
that ‘when seat belts were first made available on the world’s markets, there were those 
who contended tha t. . . drivers who wore seat belts were likely to drive carelessly with 
the false sense of security imparted by the equipment’, and considered that ‘most of us 
today would regard that as nonsense’ (Christchurch Press, 24 November 1995). Yet 
most of ‘us’ would agree that we reduce speed and pay more attention in increased 
traffic density or adverse weather conditions. It surely follows that drivers can be ex
pected to drive with less care and attention when they are protected by better safety 
features.

Evidence of Offsetting Behaviour

Risks associated with offsetting behaviour will be borne partly by drivers. If a driver 
wears a seat-belt, the probability of serious injury or death in an accident is reduced. 
But if wearing a seat-belt induces greater speed, this will in itself raise the probability of 
an accident in the first place and will also raise the magnitude of harm suffered. Fur
ther, unprotected passengers and non-occupants face greater risks and more serious 
harms.

But is tlie OBH empirically important? A considerable literature suggests that 
OBH effects are ignored at society’s peril. Most studies are heavily influenced by 
Peltzman (1975). The basic procedure specifies an equation to explain die determi
nants of observed injuries involving passenger vehicles (usually fatalities or fatality rates 
per unit of distance travelled) in terms of a set of explanatory variables. Injury rates 
typically include some combination of total, driver, occupant, passenger, and non- 
occupant injuries, die latter frequendy broken down by pedestrians, bicyclists and mo
torcyclists. Explanatory variables typically include an index of safety of the vehicle 
stock, average income, average alcohol consumption, youdi, die relative price of pet
rol, vehicle speed, and die uninsured components of die costs of repairs. Some stud
ies also include speed limits, safety inspection requirements, climatic factors and die 
like; and speed is sometimes treated as endogenous.

Surveys may be found in Blomquist (1988) and Woodfield (1995). Here, only 
results specifically dealing widi seat-belts are considered: Evans and Graham (1991) 
and Garbacz (1990, 1992a, 1992b) for the US, Garbacz (1991) for New Zealand, and 
Risa (1994) for Norway.

For die US, Evans and Graham pooled data from 50 states. They concluded that 
wliile seat-belt laws reduced fatalities among car occupants, diere was weak evidence 
that fatalities of non-occupants increased. Garbacz (1992a), however, using state cross- 
sectional data, found tiiat seat-belt laws generated no statistically significant effects for
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overall and occupant fatalities, while raising the non-occupant fatality rate, and sug
gested that reduced fatalities for drivers may be offset by increased fatalities for pas
sengers. Garbacz (1992b) found that where primary enforcement seat-belt laws held 
(that is, where tickets can be directly issued for a violation), rear-seat passenger and 
non-occupant fatalities were greater, although there was no similar statistically signifi
cant effect for states with secondary enforcement laws (where tickets can be issued 
only if there has been a non-belt-related violation). With primary enforcement, the 
probability of apprehension (and hence the size of the expected penalty) lor violation 
is higher than for secondary enforcement. A larger proportion of drivers in primary- 
enforcement states would be expected to wear belts and drive less carefully, exposing 
unbelted passengers and nonoccupants to greater risks. Further, Garbacz (1990) 
found that self-reported seat-belt usage had no significant effect for overall fatalities, 
overall occupants, or drivers, while passenger and non-occupant fatalities increased. 
He further examined (1992b) the result for passengers, finding that the harmful rear 
passenger effect exceeded the beneficial front (belt-wearing) passenger effect.

For New Zealand, using time-series data from 1960-85, Garbacz (1991) found that 
offsetting behaviour may have offset the effectiveness of seat-belt laws in reducing road 
fatalities. Like Toomath and Laurenson (1976) and Hurst (1979), Garbacz found 
significant favourable effects on car occupants. However, Garbacz found that diese 
effects were offset, perhaps more dian completely, by increased fatalities of non
occupants. The favourable effect on occupants was also found to be below average 
compared widi odier studies, a point also noted by Toomath and Laurenson when 
comparing die immediate post-compulsory belt-wearing period in New Zealand widi 
some Australian States.

For Norway, Risa (1994) used a pooled annual time series of cross-secdons of 18 
counties, and included nou-fatal injuries as well as fatalides. While injury severity was 
not measured, Risa obtained die most unusual result of a statistically significant posi
tive effect of die level of seat-belt compliance on drivers, as well as significant adverse 
effects on all odier road users widiin densely ̂ populated areas.

Aldiough diese results are not uniform, and some are not very robust, it seems 
reasonable to conclude diat, on balance, increased seat-belt use provides additional 
safety protection for occupants (aldiough rear-seat passengers may be exposed to 
greater risks, and even drivers may face greater risks of minor injury), while non
occupants are exposed to greater injury risks as a result of increasingly risky behaviour 
of drivers. The unfavourable effects for non-occupants are far from numerically triv
ial, and may even exceed die favourable effect for drivers.

2
There is also conflict in some Australian evidence. For example, Swan (1984) f ound that belt installation

generated a large reduction in fatalities, whereas McEwin (1986) found no such similar effect 
3

In a recent paper, Peterson, Hofler and Millner (1995) also found significant offsetting behaviour when 
cars are equipped with air bags.
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Should Seat-Belts be Mandatory?

Should die government intervene in the market for safety equipment, and in die mar
ket for seat-belts in particular? Assuming diat buyers of seat-belts are properly in
formed about dieir true characteristics and dieir ability to attenuate risks, if drivers 
bore dieir own damage costs, and if accidents involved only drivers colliding with val
ueless stationary objects, tiiere would seem litde reason to compel people to wear seat- 
belts. Even if a person elects to wear a belt, and as a result speed increases, diere 
seems to be no obvious case for intervention. Drivers will weigh up die benefits of 
belts, taking account of any behavioural adjustments, and use diem if diese benefits 
exceed die combined costs of dieir purchase, fitting, and inconvenience. Benefits to 
drivers include die change in their expected accident costs plus die value of their time 
savings if offsetting behaviour occurs and drivers increase dieir speed.

Suppose a driver is unwilling to pay diese costs. Why force her to do so? A ma
jor argument is diat motorists are poorly informed about risks or are not competent to 
make rational assessments of safety decisions, particularly when faced with low- 
probability events widi serious consequences (see, for example, Kunreudier, 1976). 
Accumulating evidence, however, suggests diat people are not incompetent in assess
ing situations widi different costs and benefits of seat-belt use. Blomquist (1977) ex
amined 1,800 US drivers and found diat die likelihood of use was clearly increasing in 
their perceived net benefits. McCarthy (1986) and Winston (1987) found diat drivers 
used belts more when dieir vehicles or travel environments became more risky. 
Blomquist (1991) analysed 8,312 US drivers and found belts used more frequendy by 
die more highly educated (whose opportunity cost of damaging human capital is rela
tively high), by diose driving lighter cars and by diose facing greater driving hazards, 
but less frequendy by diose widi greater use costs such as short trips where inconven
ience costs cannot be spread over much distance.

These studies may be unable to establish full risk competence. But if politicians 
and regulators remain convinced diat drivers underestimate risks, why do they not 
provide motorists widi dieir (allegedly) superior information, and maintain individual 
choice regarding safety decisions? O f course, politicians could not dien be captured 
by producer interests like die manufacturers of safety equipment

Externalities and Liability Rules

A different argument is based on externalities. Many collisions involve bann to odi- 
ers. Passengers in a driver’s vehicle may be injured or killed. Here, diere are strong 
incentives to negotiate driving risks. Cautious husbands will try to contain die speed of 
‘milk-toast turned daredevil’ wives. However, strangers (parties to potential accidents 
for whom it is prohibitively cosdy to negotiate risk reductions) are also exposed to 
diese risks. If seat-belt laws encourage less careful driving, strangers are exposed to 
greater hazards widiout any compensating benefits.

The behaviour of drivers, however, and die resulting impact on third parties, will 
be influenced by die law of liability. Consider die diree liability rules of zero liability,
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negligence and strict liability. A key argument is that the negligence and strict liability 
rules give drivers an incentive to internalise die external costs imposed on others.

Suppose that the accident rate and accident severity depend only on the behav
iour of participants to an accident, and that injurers and victims are neutral with re
spect to risk (and so have no incentive to purchase insurance). Payoffs are assumed to 
possess monetary equivalents. Consider a simplified situation. Let accident victims 
take a given level of care. For instance, a ‘representative’ motorcyclist (M) may elect to 
wear a helmet, and travel at a given speed. Suppose that in the event of a collision 
with a car, a motorcycle is damaged and the rider is injured but can be ‘restored’ to the 
pre-accident health status at a cost. Suppose further that die car is damaged and die 
‘representative’ driver (C) suffers injuries, but can be ‘restored’ at a cost Finally, as
sume diat die driver can eidier drive ‘slow’ (in which case die probability of an acci
dent is relatively small) or drive ‘fast’ (in which case die accident probability is relatively 
high). Let C always cause die accident, and suffer moderate damage if travelling fast, 
and minor damage if travelling slow. M suffers moderate damage if struck at low 
speed, and serious damage if struck at high speed. Bodi parties get a ‘basic’ payoff 
(net of transportadon costs) from each trip, while C gets an additional payoff if she 
drives fast, measuring die value of her time savings.

Each of die diree liability rules specified above is now analysed under die follow
ing diree scenarios: seat-belts unavailable; seat-belts available but not mandatory; and 
seat-belts mandatory.

Liability with Seat-belts Unavailable

Zero liability. Under zero liability, die driver does not compensate die motorcyclist in 
die event of an accident, but has to bear her own damages, as does die motorcyclist 
Fhe driver’s best response is to choose a speed diat maximises her expected payoff 
(hereafter ‘payoff’). She will drive fast if die value of her dmc savings exceeds die cor
responding increase in expected accident costs (hereafter ‘accident costs’) diat she her
self suffers. The motorcyclist has no effective choices to make, given diat die trip oc
curs. His payoff is smaller if C drives fast, since he is more likely to suffer an accident, 
and a more serious accident, dian if she drives slow.

The total net benefit under each regime is as follows: (i) C drives slow, so diat die 
net payoff to society equals die ‘basic’ payoff to each party less die damages to bodi 
parties when C elects to drive slow; (ii) C drives fast, in which case die net payoff to 
society equals the ‘basic’ payoff to each party, plus die value of C’s time savings from 
fast travel, minus die damages to bodi parties when C drives fast. Suppose diat C 
drives fast. Total net benefits are maximised if die value of die gains in terms of time 
savings to C exceeds die additional damages to bodi parties resulting from her deci
sion to drive fast. This condition may not be satisfied in practice, and while it may pay 
C to drive last from her own viewpoint, it is in society’s overall interest for her to drive 
slow, since die value of her time savings fails to compensate for die additional accident 
costs diat bodi parties must bear. Here, die zero liability rule is inefficient

But what if C elects to drive slow? She will do so if die value of her time savings is 
less dian die increase in accident costs diat she must bear. If she drove fast society
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would be worse off on two counts. First, C’s own additional accident costs are under
compensated by die value of her saved time. Second, M must suffer greater 
(uncompensated) damages when C drives fast. It will always be in society’s interest for 
C to drive slow if she chooses to do so.

Negligence. Under the negligence rule, a driver deemed negligent is required to 
compensate die motorcyclist in die event of an accident caused by die driver. The 
courts must set a standard of due care to determine whether a driver has been negli
gent. From an efficiency viewpoint, die courts should set the due care standard such 
diat die additional costs of taking further care do not exceed die additional benefits. 
Suppose diat meeting diis standard involves C’s driving slow, and diat it has been ap
propriately set in diat die incremental cost to society (given by die loss in die value of 
C’s time savings) is less dian die incremental benefits (given by die savings in expected 
accident costs to society as a whole when C travels slow rather dian fast). This, how
ever, is just die condition for slow driving by C to be socially optimal.

The question, however, is whedier C will choose to drive slow under die negli
gence rule. She drives slow if die value of her time savings is less dian die increase in 
her own accident costs plus die total accident costs to M when she drives fast. But if 
die condition for die social optimality of slow driving is satisfied, die condition for die 
private optimality of slow driving must also be satisfied. A speeding driver deemed 
negligent must pay for die total damages to die motorcyclist and bear her own dam
ages, whereas she pays no damages to the motorcyclist if she drives slow and causes an 
accident. Since we know diat die value of C’s time savings is less dian die change in 
damages to bodi parties, diese time savings must also be valued less dian die change in 
C’s damages plus M’s total damages (as opposed to die change in M’s damages). 
Hence, die negligence rule is efficient in diis case.

Strict liability. Under strict liability, a person causing an accident must compensate 
die victim whedier or not she was at fault. Consider die motorist’s decision whedier or 
not to drive fast. C will choose to drive slow if die value of her time savings is less dian 
die increase in society’s accident costs generated by her fast driving. But diis is just die 
condition for die social optimality of slow driving. Similarly, privately optimal fast 
driving would also be socially optimal. Strict liability is an efficient legal mle in diis 
case.

Liability with Voluntary Seat-belts

Zero liability. Suppose diat seat-belts become available, and dieir use is voluntary. If 
wearing a belt, motorists suffer less damage to diemselves at each of die two speed 
levels chosen. The motorist must now joindy decide (i) whedier to buy a belt, and (ii) 
whedier to drive slow or fast. Suppose diat die various monetary and psychic costs of 
buying and wearing belts are aggregated as ‘resource costs’; and let C drive slow prior 
to seat-belt introduction. Tbe OBH suggests diat die belted driver will speed up. Un
der zero liability, it will pay C bodi to buy a belt and to drive fast if die value of her
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time savings exceeds the change in her accident damages plus the resource costs of 
belt-wearing.

Social optimality of fast driving with a belt instead of slow driving without a belt 
implies that the value of C’s time savings exceeds the change in accident costs to both 
parties combined plus die resource costs of the belt. If it is socially optimal for C to 
drive fast, it is certainly privately optimal for her to do so. However, the converse is 
not necessarily true. If the value of C’s time savings is less than die change in accident 
costs to bodi parties combined plus die costs of die belt, C should drive slow. But it 
pays C to purchase a belt and drive slow only if die cost of die belt is less dian her in
creased accident costs when she drives slow while not wearing a belt. Note dian M is 
unaffected by diis decision, since C is driving slow in any case. But diis is just die 
condition for C to choose to wear a belt and drive slow. So a decision by C to buy a 
belt, given diat she drives slow, is also socially optimal.

However, die question is whedier it will pay C to buy a belt and drive fast, which is 
not socially optimal. She will do so if die value of her time savings exceeds the differ
ence between her accident costs when driving fast and wearing a belt and her accident 
costs when driving slow and wearing a belt. This result is certainly possible. Yet we 
want C to buy a belt and drive slow. She will voluntarily buy die belt, but she will not 
voluntarily drive slow. W e do not want to deter her from buying die belt, but we wish 
to induce her to keep her speed down. Given adherence to zero liability, taxing seat- 
belts would be a poor idea. Instead, we want to penalise fast driving, which can be 
achieved by setting an expected fine for high speed travel so as to make C marginally 
prefer to buy a belt and drive slow. The expected fine should equal die difference 
between die value of time savings from fast driving and die change in die expected 
damages to C when she straps on her belt and Üien speeds up.

Negligence. Again assume diat it was previously privately (and socially) optimal for C 
to travel slow, and diat C’s best option under zero liability is to buy a belt and drive 
fast. However, suppose also dial the value of her time savings is less dian die cost of 
belt purchase plus die change in accident costs to society as a whole. Then, she 
should drive slow without a belt. Zero liability is inefficient here. But suppose die 
rule was diat of negligence. How would die courts decide on die socially optimal level 
of due care? They should again follow die principle of comparing die costs of taking 
care (driving at a low speed and losing time) widi die benefits of taking care (die sav
ings in accident costs to society when C drives slow radier dian fast). But since C 
would not purchase a belt when she drives slow, die courts should also give considera
tion to die cost of belts which attenuate die damage faced by C in an accident at any 
given speed.

Recall diat C should drive slow from society’s perspective because net social 
benefits are maximised when she drives slow widiout a seat-belt radier dian driving fast 
while belted. The courts should account for die resource costs of die belt here, since 
if they are treated as zero, the positive impact of die expenditures in keeping damages 
to die motorist at a relatively low level when speed increases will have been ignored. 
Odierwise, travelling fast may erroneously be believed to be socially optimal. The
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irony is that, to induce the motorist to take the appropriate level of care, we want her 
to reduce her purchases of safety equipment.

The negligence rule makes C liable for damages suffered by M when she drives 
fast and causes an accident. C drives slow without a belt if the value of her time sav
ings less tlie resource costs of the belt is less than the increase in her own accident 
costs plus total accident costs to M when she drives fast when belted. But we know 
from setting the socially optimal level of due care that this condition must be satisfied, 
since the value of C’s time savings minus die resource costs of die belt is less dian her 
own increase in accident costs plus die increase in accident costs to M when she drives 
fast when belted. In diese circumstances, if seat-belts are voluntary, die negligence rule 
will always induce a driver who would purchase a belt and drive fast to drive slow and 
forgo die purchase of a belt, which is die socially optimal result.

Strict liability. Under strict liability, C will neidier buy a belt nor speed up if die value 
of her dme savings is less dian die cost of a belt plus die change in total accicent costs 
when she is driving fast while wearing a belt compared widi driving slow widiout a belt. 
But diis is just die condition for it to be socially optimal for her to continue to travel 
slowly widiout wearing a seat-belt. Thus, privately optimal decisions under strict liabil
ity are also socially optimal decisions. Strict liability is an efficient legal rule, ?s was die 
negligence rule. There are no differences widi respect to incentives. The only differ
ence is diat C must always compensate M under strict liability if she causes an acci
dent.

Liability with Mandatory Seat-belts

Zero liability. Now let seat-belts become available, and dieir use mandatory. Assume 
diat C drives slow prior to belt availability, and diat, under zero liability, sne would 
choose not to purchase a belt if available. This implies (i) diat belt costs exceed die 
reduction in accident costs to C when she wears a belt when driving slow, and (ii) diat 
die value of time savings is less dian die change in C’s accident costs when she bodi 
buys a belt and speeds up, plus die costs of buying a belt. Thus, she will not buy a belt 
unless required, and widiout a belt she will drive slow. If belt purchase and wearing is 
compulsory, what will she do? Under zero liability, she drives fast if die valie of her 
time savings exceeds die change in her own accident costs arising from her driving fast 
radier dian slow when wearing a belt.

Conditions (i) and (ii) above will be joindy satisfied if die cost of die bei plus die 
change in C’s accident costs when she belts up and drives fast compared will driving 
slow widiout a belt exceed die change in C’s accident costs when she is committed to 
wearing a belt and elects to drive fast radier dian slow. But diis is just die situation 
where C decides to travel slow widiout a belt radier dian widi a belt.

Consequendy, we have die intriguing situation where, in die absence of >eat-belts, 
C’s decision to drive slow is bodi privately and socially optimal, and when seat-belts 
become available, it is bodi in her and society’s interest for her not to wear one. If she 
is now forced to wear a belt, her best response is to speed up, raising M’< accident
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costs, which is not socially optimal. Since C is not liable for M’s additional accident 
costs, C has no incentive to continue to drive slow when belted-up.

In New Zealand, the post-1972 belt-wearing requirement was accompanied by a 
move from a negligence rule to that of a public no-fault accident compensation 
scheme. This change in incentives provides a good reason why Garbacz (1991) found 
stronger offsetting behaviour effects for New Zealand than elsewhere, although the 
issue is complicated by the fact that motorists injured by the negligence of others were 
no longer fully compensated for their losses, and would be expected to drive more 
carefully on this account.

Negligence. Under die negligence rule, suppose die courts maintain die same prin
ciple for setting die due care standard as when selt-belts were voluntary. C will now 
drive fast radier dian slow if die value of her time savings are greater dian die change 
in her own accident costs when wearing a belt and speeding up, plus M’s total accident 
costs. The cost of die seat-belt is irrelevant to her decision, since it is (effectively) 
sunk. The point is whether diis condition can hold at die same time as die condition 
which is used by die courts in deciding whedier or not fast driving constitutes negli
gence. The requirement is diat die resource costs of die belt exceed die total accident 
costs to society when C drives slow widiout a belt, minus die accident costs to C when 
she drives slow when wearing a belt. This can clearly hold, and so what appears to be 
a correcdy set negligence rule fails to deter fast driving under mandatory seat-belt 
wearing where it is not socially optimal for fast driving to occur. Further, attempting to 
save die negligence rule by setting exemplary damages so diat C marginally prefers to 
drive slow while wearing a belt is inferior to die repeal of die mandatory belt require
ment.

Suppose diat it pays C to drive fast under die negligence rule, while it is socially 
desirable for her to drive slow, but without a seat-belt. Given diat she must wear a 
belt, however, it is better for society to permit her to be ‘negligent’ and drive fast if die 
value of her time savings exceeds die resulting increase in society’s accident costs. 
Additional damages would be appropriate only if die social payoff to her driving fast 
while wearing a belt were less dian when she drives slow when belted, even diough die 
best outcome is for C to drive slow widiout a belt. Thus die courts might first believe 
(wrongly) diat diey are imposing an optimal level of damages in designing die due care 
standard, and dien compound die error by imposing exemplary damages.

Now take die case where die value of C’s time savings exceeds die increase in total 
accident costs when C elects to drive fast radier dian slow when wearing a seat-belt 
Again, let die conditions for die apparendy optimal standard of due care be set and 
assume diat die motorist is deemed negligent if she drives fast. These circumstances 
will coexist if die belt cost exceeds die increase in damage to C when she drives slow 
widiout a belt compared widi when she does wear one. However, let C prefer to drive 
slow radier dian fast when wearing a belt under diis negligence rule. The rule now 
induces C to drive slow while wearing a belt which she is legally obliged to wear. The 
socially optimal outcome is for her not to wear a seat-belt and to drive slow, which she 
will do voluntarily. If she must wear a belt, she will drive slow under die negligence
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rule. Unfortunately, in this example, it is in society’s interest for her to drive fast! The 
negligence rule would then require correction by imposing negative exemplary dam
ages so dial C marginally prefers to drive fast when forced to wear a belt. This is 
hardly an intuitively appealing result

Strict liability. Widi strict liability, C will drive slow rather than fast when forced to 
wear a belt if die value of her dme savings is less dian the increase in total accident 
costs when wearing a belt and travelling fast radier dian slow. Suppose this condition 
is satisfied. Society is then also better off if she drives slow while wearing a belt. Thus, 
privately desirable slow driving will be socially desirable, and, similarly, privately opti
mal fast driving will also be socially optimal. But it is still die case that society is better 
off not mandating seat-belts if die resource costs ol die belt exceed the value of C’s 
time savings minus die change is society’s expected accident costs when she switches 
from slow driving widiout a belt to fast driving widi a belt.

Thus, strict liability will be a more efficient liability rule dian zero liability in gen
eral, and will also be more efficient diat die negligence rule if courts do not properly 
account for die fact dial seat-belt costs no longer enter die private calculus ol drivers 
and diat die level of expected accident costs when not wearing a belt now becomes an 
irrelevance. However, no legal rule can be designed to compensate for inefficient 
regulation involving mandating safety equipment which offers society as a whole insuf
ficient additional protection to be worth its costs when offsetting behaviour is properly 
accounted for. In fact, it might pay a society diat has mandated die use of seat-belts to 
devote no resources to enforcement, since drivers who refuse to wear belts will not 
speed up as a consequence of having a belt available, but not worn.

Conclusion

Empirical evidence suggests diat car seat-belts are a mixed blessing ill diat gains to 
driver safety are significandy offset by greater risks and more serious injuries suffered 
by odiers when drivers speed up or take less care when belted-up. Because of offset
ting behaviour, engineering estimates of safety gains from seat-belt use may be quite 
misleading, file extent of offsetting behaviour is affected by society’s choice ol liability 
rule applied to motor vehicle accidents (and also by die presence and characteristics of 
insurance markets, which are not discussed here). Zero liability provides no incentive 
to account for additional risks imposed on odiers, whereas die negligence or strict li
ability rules have desirable incentive properties, especially in die absence of contribu
tory negligence by victims of accidents. However, if seat-belt use is mandatory when 
not cost-effective, die negligence rule may lose its desirable incentive properties if 
courts continue to set die standard of due care on what odierwise appears to be an 
efficient principle. While strict liability retains its desirable properties, no liability rule 
can fully compensate for a mandated safety device for which die costs to society as a 
whole arc less dian benefits.

Strict liability and negligence are not generally incentive-equivalent For instance, il motorcyclists can 

increase their level o f  care, strict liability gives them no incentive to do so.
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